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Hello Wildlife Warriors!
Stay connected to nature even when you are at
home.

Welcome to the last issue of the year! In this issue, we
go on a journey with the Wildlife Warriors TV series
crew to hear about their amazing experience in
capturing the stories of Africa’s own conservation
heroes and the endangered animals they are working so
hard to protect.
We discover how we can take action for nature, share
amazing art done by students, meet another Nature’s
Treasures Photo Competition junior entrant, and much
more… Please read on!

Stay with us on this fun filled adventure and always
remember to share with your family and friends.

JUNIOR PHOTOGRAPHER
HIGHLIGHT

Darsh Haria participated in the Nature’s Treasures
Photo Competition. Here are some of his striking images.

Q & A WITH DARSH HARIA
Q. How old are you?
A. I am 15 years old
Q. Which camera do you use?
A. I use Nikon B500

Q. What do you like about
nature photography?
A. Nature photography helps us
to realize and appreciate our
environment and how beautiful
this world is.
Taking photos of nature makes us relive that moment
and remember all the fond memories of our nature
trips.
Q. What advice do you have for young and
upcoming photographers?
A. While traveling to new places, always have a camera
or phone to take amazing photos if you get a chance to
do so. In the start the photos may not look that great
but with practice and more experience you’ll become a
pro. Remember “practice is the key to success!”
Follow Darsh on Social Media; @darshharia

WILDLIFE FILMS

Most people will never have the opportunity to see any
of the amazing wildlife that we have in Kenya and
despite the great importance of wildlife, very little is
ever taught about it in school.

Through films and documentaries, the wild is brought
right into your home and you are able to see and visit
places that you never knew existed. Many hours are
spent filming and editing to produce a 30 min film. Who
does this? How is it done?

WILDLIFE WARRIORS TV SERIES

● Kenya has long attracted wildlife filmmakers and has
provided great location for many of the world’s best
known and most-loved wildlife documentaries.

● Wildlife Warriors is a vicarious journey into the
lives of local conservation heroes and heroines to
find out what inspires them, and how we can infect
all people with the same passion.
● The series is filmed in some of Kenya’s wildest
locations.

WILDLIFE WARRIORS TV CREW

● If you have watched the Wildlife Warriors Series,
you are familiar with the host of the program.
However, behind the scenes is a TV crew. The TV
crew will share with us how they get to capture the
unpredictable animals, how they predict their next
moves and enable us to understand filming.
● We will also learn the language used in filming, the
importance of soundtracks, listening to wildlife
sounds and how to avoid wind distractions.

● After filming, the editor does the major work of
ensuring that film is captivating and that the
audience are able to understand and appreciate
wildlife in their natural habitats.

MEET STEVE WAGUWA
Q: Tell us about
yourself.
A: I am Steve
Waguwa and I have
a passion for film
making. I am the
second born in a
family of four
children, one girl
and three boys.
I graduated in
Kenya with a
degree in Bachelor
of ArtsCommunication
option at Daystar
University.
I chose this course
because I wanted
to impact people’s
lives through visual
story telling
I enjoy making films based on a variety of topics and I
take pleasure in immersing myself and learning about
new and exciting areas in the film industry.

Q: What do you do? What does your work involve?
A: I am a Director of photography in video production,
my work involves working closely with the film director,
planning shots, framing shots carefully, creatively and
capturing action. When filming, mine is the main
camera.

Q: How did you get interested in filming?
A: Growing up, I have always been curious in knowing
how movies and television shows are made and how they
managed to come up with intriguing stories, with unique
characters and also amazing visuals.
I have been particularly interested in how a camera
works and how it can be used as a powerful medium to
convey a message.

Q: What does a normal day look like?

A: I normally have a briefing with the film director,
camera team just to make sure that everyone
understands the entire video and also decide on
which film equipment is needed for a particular
scene. I also make sure that all equipment is in good
working condition.

When filming, we can leave for the location very
early in the morning and spend the whole day
shooting. Films are a result of several days of filming
for very long hours.

Q: Which has been your favorite animal/episode to
shoot? Why?
A: My favorite animal is the elephant, it has beautiful
tusks, it is enormous and majestic, humble eyes and I
love the way they protect their young ones.

The elephant episode was my favourite to shoot because
sometimes we could get close to the elephants and film
them in all their glory. It was wonderful to see an
elephant laying on the ground, closing its eyes and going
to sleep. Not many people get to see that!!

Q: Who is your favorite
Wildlife Warrior Hero
and why?
A: My favorite hero is
Dedan Ngatia. He is a
carnivore biologist and a
National Geographic Young
Explorer. I love the
passion and dedication

that Dedan has towards
the African Wild Dog
conservation in Laikipia
County.
Q: Which are your favorite documentaries and why?
A: I love to watch National geographic and BBC earth
where they show different animals and their unique
behaviors, plus cinematography is just mind blowing.
Apart from the animal shows , I also watch Vice
documentaries, I love their fearless and raw approach
to storytelling.

Q: Why do you love your job?
A: I love my job
because of the
different

interactive nature
of every film that I
get to
participate in.

With every film I
acquire new skills
and problem solvin
g techniques that

can be used in
future productions.
I get to travel to a variety of locations and meet new

people and experience different cultures. The most
important aspect is the positive change that a film can
bring to an individual or a community.

MEET EVODE MUHIRE
Q: Tell us about yourself.

A: My name is Evode Muhire, 34 years old, born and
raised in Rwanda in a small village known as Rubavu
bordering Democratic Republic of Congo, in a family of
seven children four boys and three girls.
I loved school even though I was not old enough to be
admitted into Class One. Back in the day, you started
school at 7 years. I would follow my brothers to
school. The teachers would send me back home but I
would cry since there was no one to play with. Finally,
one day, one teacher took me into her class and that
was how I started school.

A: After I finished high school, I worked for 2 years
in a brewery. Then I came to Kenya to visit my cousin.
I wanted to further my Education but because I came
in February and university semesters started in
September, I couldn’t get admitted to university.
I admired what my cousin did, he is a journalist… I
wanted to be like him. I wanted to learn how the
News, films and documentaries were made… and that
is how I ended up in Media. We found a school that
allowed me to join and I pursued my degree in TV and
Video Production. I have now been a cameraman for
the last 10 years.

Q: What does your work involve? What does a
normal day look like?
A: My work
involves filming.
Mine is the
second camera
and I record
without sound.
However,
depending on the
project we are
working on, I can
start preparing a
day before or
even several days
before.
Before going out
to film, I need to
prepare and make
sure I have
everything
needed to capture
the moment.
The understanding of one’s kit is the key. I start
early to make sure that all the equipment is checked,
tested, ready and packed. Batteries need to be
charged because once we leave the office, you don’t
know what will interest you on the way.

Q: Which is your favorite animal and why?

A: My favourite animal is the Rhino. I was so honoured
to film the Rhino Episode. I like these creatures; from
far they just look like big rocks until you get closer and
see the horns, its body shape and how huge they are.
Very calm animals but dangerous when disturbed. While
filming them we were staying in vehicle, otherwise one
could easily attack you.

Q: Who was your favorite Wildlife Warrior to film
and why?
My favourite warrior is Ian Lemaiyan. The energy and
hard work he is putting in protecting my favourite
animal, the Rhino is incredible.

The passion and the love he has for the Rhinos is
unbelievable. I remember when we were interviewing
him, he shed tears when we asked him what he thought
about Rhinos.

He said " why would someone kill this beautiful animal
for its horn seriously? It was so emotional and moving. I
felt that pain at losing one of these majestic animals
that have done nothing wrong to anyone.

Q: How would a young person get involved in filming
documentaries? What do they need to study?

A: They should follow their passion and interest in
what they want to document, it doesn't matter what
equipment they use. Nowadays, people are even using
their phones. Very good research and much
consultation is needed though.
If you want to learn or pursue it further you can easily
join different media schools and pursue any course
related to video, film production, videography...the list
is endless. They need to be dedicated because this
work involves working long hours too.

MEET LABAN LOITA
Q: Tell us about yourself.

A: My name is Loita Laban, I am the location Sound
Engineer for the Wildlife Warriors TV series. I am
also a camera operator. I am multi skilled, passionate
and experienced in other departments of Film/Video
Production. I was born in Baringo County but brought
up in Moiben, Uasin Gishu County. I went to Moiben
Primary School.
I spent most of my holidays looking after cattle, goats
and sheep in the bush moving from one place to
another with my grandfather. We had to be cautious
to listen very well to our surroundings and a keen ear
to keep ourselves and our livestock safe from wild
animals and also from cattle rustlers

Q: How did you get interested in sound engineering?
A: I had the opportunity to listen to nature uninterrupted and also had the opportunity of being in
the wild among beautiful natural sceneries. I had a
small radio and I was amazed how people from far
away would communicate through such a small device.

I made my radio sound like a Home theatre system by
designing my own sound mini studio with homemade
materials from the local electronics repairman at the
market. I bought larger speakers at a cheaper price
than fixed them in a 20litre jerry cans by making a
fitting circular hole for the speaker then connect it and
sealed it back. I stacked several batteries together to
make the power system for the radio and the speakers
and it really sounded good. My curiosity about sound
grew even more.

I joined Oinobmoi High school in Baringo County. It is
in high school where I developed interest in writing.
Then a visiting lecturer recommended I study and join
the media after high school.
After high school, I got offers to join 2 universities
but I opted to join Kenya Institute Of Mass
Communication
(KIMC)
which
had
sufficient
infrastructure for studying what I wanted to study;
Film/Video Directing/Production options. I learned a
lot professionally both technical and production
processes and techniques and also expanded my
knowledge and interests in writing.

For my first internship I went to Kenya Television
Network (KTN) where I also did various technical jobs
in the studio and in the field. I was tasked with
various roles including sound operations, camera
operations, lighting, live transmission and also video
mixing.

Q: What does your work involve? What does a
normal day look like?
A: For the Wildlife Warriors TV series I am tasked
with the responsibility of making sure good quality
sound is captured along side with the video. My job
entails working closely with the first camera
operator who is the Director of Photography and also
with the Film Director to understand the specific
needs for the sound in that particular scene.

Each day before I go to sleep I make sure to charge
the microphone batteries. When I wake up before going
for breakfast (if its available since sometimes we have
to wake up and start moving before anything in the
morning) I change the radio microphone batteries and
check the frequencies if they match and also if the
audio cables and the sound mixer, sound recorder and
the boom microphone are all working well.

In the field, I sanitize the radio microphones as part
of the set hygiene and make sure they are set and
probably placed on the host and the people who are
being interviewed for the day. Then I check the audio
levels and balance the sound for each individual.

I connect the sound to the camera so that the sound
is recorded at the same time with the video.

Sometimes in the field it is not easy because you
encounter challenges which affect your work but you
have to be ready with solutions. The action must go on.
It becomes an opportunity to learn how to deal with
various challenges that come with the job. It means you
have to be constantly creative and design better
solutions for specific tasks and I appreciate it very
much.

Q: Which has been your favourite animal/episode to
record? Why?

A: It is very difficult to say which episode was my
favourite to record since each episode is unique in its
own way. In every episode there is this untold story
which makes us learn even more from wildlife and from
the heroes and heroines who the stories are told
through, every episode is an epic journey of discovery
to create a wonderful show and to tell our stories our
own way.

I got to see and learn about the importance of animals
I had less appreciation for before. For example, I got
to learn that bats feed on insects like mosquitoes
hence play an important role in the ecosystem.

Q: Who is your favourite Wildlife Warrior and why?

A: It is tricky to say who my favourite warrior hero or
heroine was because all were amazing people with
stories of love of the wilderness and the creatures who
call it home.

I can say I have learned pretty much from all our
heroes and heroines about our Wildlife and our rich
cultures which more or less look alike. Through them I
have appreciated the need for good will in
conservation to protect our Wildlife, cultures and our
heritage.

MEET JOHN NZIOKI
Q: Tell us a little about yourself

A: My name is John Nzioki (but my friends and

colleagues call me Garang’, a nickname I got way back
in high school) and I am an Editor at Vivid Features
Ltd. I was born in Isinga location, Kangundo, Machakos
County.

I joined Kilalani Primary School in 1997 after which I
went to Kithiani Boys’ High School for my secondary
education. Then later due to my interests in media, I
joined the Kenya Institute of Mass Communication to

pursue a diploma in Media Technology.

Q: How did you get interested in film editing?

A: My interest in film editing began at a young age
when I would go to my neighbor’s house to watch action
movies and Mr. Bean all day during the school holidays. I
would watch a movie and ask myself many questions on
how the movies where created.

I would ask myself whether the actors/actresses were
real people? Was the fight, the gun shots, the
explosions, the injuries real? And back home my
brother would tell me that that was ‘camera tricks’ but
I couldn’t understand what he was talking about. Deep
in my mind I would tell myself, “this is what I want to
do when I grow up. Create movies.”

Q: What do you do? What does your work involve?
A: I am very proud to be the editor for Wildlife
Warriors TV Series. Editing Wildlife Warriors has been
a great learning curve since it was my first
wildlife/nature documentary to edit and so far it has
been a huge success.
Editing is not an easy job, it entails working for long
hours, working on several projects within a very short
period of time etc.. It also needs a lot of patience and
concentration. I use the footage from two cameras.
Imagine getting footage shot over a period of several
days and editing it into a film that is 20 mins.

On a normal day I start working at 9am up to 6 pm or
late depending on the projects I’m working on.
Sometimes I can start working very early in the
morning and end at wee hours of the night in order to
meet deadlines.
Editing Wildlife Warriors has been great and I have
loved every bit of the series.

Q: Which has been your favourite animal/episode in
the series to edit? Why?

A: I like all the episodes but my favorite one is
LEWA RHINOS. The reason I liked it most is
because Ian Lemaiyan, the warrior, was a strong
character and a good storyteller and his love for
rhinos was evident.
In the episode there are times when it gets
emotional where Ian cries as he narrates what befell
a certain family of rhinos, where a five year old
mother was killed; then few weeks later the baby was
killed too.

Q: Who is your favourite wildlife warrior and why?

A: All the warriors
featured in season
one of the series
are amazing and
unique but Dorothy
Lowaktuk is my
favorite warrior.
The work she and
her colleagues are
doing in Reteti
needs a lot of
dedication, passion
and hard work.

Taking care of baby elephants from their hopeless
young age to a stage they are fit and able to live in
the wild needs a lot time, care and love for them.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP
NATURE FOR WILDLIFE
Establishing livestock proof tree nurseries

Olgirgir Primary school in Laikipia does not have a
perimeter fence. Their school is in an area where
many wildlife including elephants browse.
When schools are closed, community members
sometimes graze their cattle in the school. The
cattle destroys young tree seedlings and their tree
nursery.
This year the Wildlife Warriors club members
invented a great idea on how to protect their tree
nurseries.

Establishing animal proof tree nurseries
The wildlife Warriors
established their tree
nurseries in a sack and
watered the seeds until
they started to sprout.
They then put the sack of
seedlings high up into the
trees away from the
hungry animals.

During the holiday,
three Wildlife
Warrior club members
will be visiting the
school everyday to
water the seedlings so
that they can be
planted next year.
Share with us what you are doing to help nature
by sharing a picture/video or text on WhatsApp
to; +254 746 511 787

ART FOR WILDLIFE

Thomson's Gazelle
Drawn by Blessing Juma Otwori (9yrs)
Grade 3 pupil at Lizar Schools Naivasha

Please send a photo of your Drawing,
Painting, Poem or Essay on
WhatsApp to +254 746 511 787.

THIS WEEK ON MY WILD AFRICA

The animals of this African spring run a deadly gauntlet
to survive. The spring flows out of a sandy river bed
30km inland from the Zambezi River and is the lifeline
for hundreds of animals between August and the end of
November each year. But taking a drink from this water
source comes at a price, as it is flanked by a cliff on
either side and forms a perfect ambush alley for the
resident lion prides.
The action is non-stop as the powerful predators strike
with deadly force, and an incredible success rate. They
have formed special skills that allow them to take on
everything from Buffalo to baby elephant. It is the
perfect place to hunt, a predators playground.
Watch the film with your family and tell us what
you learnt by sending an SMS or WhatsApp
message to +254 746 511787

COMING UP… DON’T MISS

© Paula Kabumbu/WildlifeDirect

The flower balls of a small tree, Pavetta cribrifolia adorned the
forest understory - like very showery Christmas decorations in the
Tana River Primate Reserve.

● My Wild Africa on CITIZEN TV every Sunday at

5:30 pm EAT.
We hope you enjoyed reading the newsletters. Look
out for more exciting issues next year
STAY SAFE! HAPPY HOLIDAYS

FOR PARENTS

This newsletter is issued each week to inform, inspire
and encourage children who are at home during
COVID 19 school closure.

It is distributed completely free of charge to
children and their parents anywhere in Kenya, Africa
and the world. If you would love to contribute to the
Wildlife Warriors Kids, please make a donation to:

PAYBILL NO. 600100
A/C NO: 0100003937598
Email us: info@wildlifedirect.org
Contact us on: +254 746 511 787

To sign up to this newsletter series,
click here:

bit.ly/WWKidsSignup

